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ABSTRACT
Alanmi, Adel. Line as Descriptor. Unpublished Master of Arts thesis, University of
Northern Colorado, 2019.
The scope of my thesis was to examine how lines are used in artwork and to
discuss their significance in terms of eliciting different reactions of my viewers through
the art. Artists like Henry Moore and Henri Matisse used lines in their sculptures and
paintings. Each line they used had its own significance or contributed to the story the
artists wanted to tell through their artworks.
My experience while doing my artwork has been a mixture of passion, talent, and
the drive to communicate a certain theme to my viewers. In a nutshell, my artwork
communicates and elicits different feelings and thoughts based on the experiences I have
heard, thought, or have been through. Some of the intellectual and emotional experiences
I tried to elicit through my artwork are exaggerated but I tended to think that was the
beauty of my work since my aim was to present beautiful experiences to my viewers.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Line as a visual element of art has always drawn my attention, particularly the
underlying representations lines might put forward. Lines are the basis of expression in
art irrespective of the medium; lines are inherent in all visual art forms—from sculpture
to painting and digital media.
Lines are found everywhere and in our daily lives, we might realize that almost
everything we come across is composed of lines. For instance, the alphabet we read and
most written forms of language are composed of lines. Some written languages, such as
Japanese (see Figure 1), feature straight lines and some languages, such as Arabic (see
Figure 2), are made up of many curved lines.

Figure 1. Example of Japanese written language.
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Figure 2. Example of Arabic written language.

Lines have captured my attention since childhood. However, a few years back, I
visited a local art gallery where I saw a picture composed solely of lines depicting a
woman and her story of survival. I was amazed to see how just a few lines could tell a
story and describe a person’s life. More recently, I read an article that featured an
interview with the sculptor Henry Moore (2002) wherein he described lines and their
significance in his art. The sculptor explained that when preparing for a major
retrospective exhibition of his works, he would relax by drawing sheep in a field outside
the studio (see Figure 3). He was fascinated by the subtle variations in the cushioned
forms of the woolly fleeces (Skene, 2015).
Moore (2002) recorded his observations with a ballpoint pen, which provided a
visual vocabulary of hatched and scribbled lines compatible with his subject. The
densities of the lines were built to create a complete image (Skene, 2015). After reading
the article, my perspective on how lines could be used effectively in drawing changed a
considerable amount. From these two examples, I was also able to observe a wide range
of effects that could be achieved through the use of line—from a simple essence created
from the minimal use of line to the building of values and shading through extensive
layering of line.
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Figure 3. Sheep by Henry Moore, 1972 (“Line as a visual element of art,” 2018).

Many more examples could help us realize the presence of lines in our everyday
lives such as lines we see in the streets or cracks we observe in the pavements when we
travel from home to work. On roads, lines indicate lane divisions that guide us so we do
not have serious accidents. Arrows on street signs are composed of lines and tell us the
direction of our destination. We use navigation tools on a daily basis that show roads as
lines on maps, which give us directions. In the days of ship sailing, sailors used Mercator
techniques to navigate in which they used to draw lines between their current location
and their destination to sort out the route. Maps of the world that we use every day are
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built upon lines of latitude and longitude—lines that provide the location of a specific
place.
Lines have been used in many forms of arts such as sculpture, painting, digital art,
etc., and buildings made with concrete and stone are dependent upon lines architects
draw on paper. While building these structures, engineers are very specific about the
shape and straightness of pillars; otherwise, the buildings would collapse. Paintings are
made with linear strokes of brushes or pencils and sculptures are formed with strokes
made by sculpting instruments. Lines in artworks can be used in varied ways to suggest
forms, patterns, shapes, structures, rhythms, and a range of emotions related to human
life.
Lines have always attracted me so I am compelled to make art pieces that feature
prominent use of line. While paintings can be the expressions of life events, lines can be
used to construct such paintings, bringing those expressions to life. Lines are a versatile
element of visual language and they hold the potential to convey different meanings. The
conveying of meanings is, however, dependent on the context in which they appear. My
aim was to construct artworks that contain an abundance of lines in a variety of contexts
to express a range of content and meaning.
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CHAPTER II
HISTORICAL ANTECEDENTS AND PRECEDENTS
Elements of art are the components of a work in art that can be isolated and
defined by the viewer. One such element is line, which is often used as a building block
for creating a piece of artwork. A line is an identifiable path created by a point moving in
space—a two-dimensional entity that can vary in direction, width, and length (Pickover,
1995). Lines can be vertical, horizontal, diagonal, straight, curved, thick or thin. Lines
can also vary by changing the width, length, degree of curvature, position, or the texture.
In a work of art, lines can lead the viewer's eye around the composition and communicate
valuable information through their character and direction (“Elements of Art,” 2015).
The visual element of line is the foundation of all drawing and painting; lines act
as descriptors of a wide range of expressions and thoughts. Line in an artwork could be
used in a variety of ways including depicting and describing shapes, patterns, forms,
growth, structures, depth, distance, rhythm, and a range of emotions. Lines are often
perceived to define the edges of a form.
According to Adams (2018), lines are fundamental tools for artists. Some artists
engage in drawing works that reflect the importance of lines. In certain cases, lines in
artworks are invisible; one might not see the edge of a dark form but it is there. In
contrast, in other pieces of art, the general idea of the work is expressed through line
itself. In these cases, the lines are arranged in such a way by the artists so the objects are
clearly identifiable.
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When discussing the use of line in art, it was necessary to recognize the
contributions of two artists whose works have inspired many and motivated both rising
and prominent artists to make striking pieces. This chapter evaluates and reflects on the
works of Henry Moore and Henri Matisse, two great artists who embraced the use of line
in their artworks. The works of these artists inspired the varied use of line in my own
artwork.
Henry Spencer Moore (2002) was an English artist and sculptor best known for
his semi-abstract monumental bronze and marble sculptures, which are located around
the world as public works of art. He also produced many drawings during World War II.
His inspiration to pursue a career in arts came from Michelangelo and Moore became one
of the most influential sculptors of his generation. Moore began modelling with clay and
wood at his school in Castleford. His pieces were instrumental and useful in introducing
modernism in a distinct form to the United Kingdom (Moore, 2002).
The use of line to convey tone and form was illustrated in the work of Henry
Moore (2002) titled Sheep (see Figure 3). The drawing was done in the year 1972; the
piece is an intaglio print on paper (Moore, 2002). The vocabulary of hatched and
scribbled lines the artist developed for this drawing is very compatible with the subject.
Moore's swirling scribbles corresponded perfectly to the bouncy texture of a fleece. The
artist gradually built up the density of line for rendering the darker areas of tone; after
that, it was reduced to suggest lighter areas. In the background of the work, he used
hatched lines for drawing the row of trees and the gate but any inconsistency in their style
is concealed in a high haze of scribbles (“Line as a Visual Element,” 2018). In this
etching, a singular style of line multitasks to express form, texture, and tone with such
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empathy for the particular subject that one almost feels one can pull on the end of a line
for unravelling the full drawing like a ball of wool (“Line as a Visual Element,” 2018).
Henri Émile Benoît Matisse (Smart, 2013) was a French artist whose use of
colour and fluid draughtsmanship created original marvellous pieces. Nu Assis, Bras
Croisés Sur La Poitrine (see Figure 4), a female nude drawing, was completed in 1929.
Weightless and wiry lines characterize it; the model seems not so much to sit before the
viewers as float. The page is predominantly blank as Matisse’s input often amounted to
just a dozen lines. Nevertheless, he managed to express a sense of place, mood, and even
pose (Smart, 2013).

Figure 4. Nu Assis, Bras Croisés Sur La Poitrine by Henri Matisse, 1929 (“Henri
Matisse,” 2019).
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Matisse created an illusion with lines in The Red Studio by altering the rules of
linear perspective. This achievement of illusion was due in part to the linear perspective
that defined the chairs, tables, walls, and floor of the studio. The linear perspective that
emerged from the painting was striking and bewildering. It is common for receding lines
to appear to converge. Instead, the chair on the lower right side reflected something else.
The lines widened as they went back. Looking at the rear left corner of the room, one
could say the edge of the pink canvas defined the corner but above that picture, the line
defining the corner is missing. Matisse had dismantled the perspective of the room yet
illusion still triumphed, creating an excellent piece through the use of line (Harris &
Zucker, 2014).

Figure 5. The Red Studio by Henri Matisse, 1911 (“Matisse, the Red Studio,” 2019).
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Lines hold the potential to express emotions, feelings, and viewpoints of artists.
Lines are the fundamental basis of a drawing and acted as the fundamental tool for my
own artwork. Lines were the most efficient way of providing my artwork with structure,
describing the basic facts of form in an effective manner.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
I have always been fascinated by artists giving life to their paintings through
linear brushwork. As a painter and an artist, I felt what attracted me the most in a work
of art was the use of minimal energy in a careful manner to create images that captured
the hearts of the viewers. Creation of paintings with the use of different forms of lines in
amalgamation with each other was, for me, the most striking application of minimal
technique in making beautiful pieces of artwork.
When I first picked up a pen and pencil and started making marks on paper, my
parents knew I would pursue this as my passion as well as my profession. As a child, I
would scribble lines on blank paper, attempting to make patterns or objects that drew my
attention. Although it has been mostly self-taught and trial and error were a part of the
learning process, I never gave up learning how lines could best be used for creating
paintings. Over the years, I learned how lines could define form, create structure, and
divide a frame.
My process of creating my artwork with lines was a result of the enthusiasm and
interest in line I cultivated over time. My studio is the abode of my artwork where I
engage in making my artwork. At the University of Northern Colorado, I worked toward
my degree while majoring in Digital Media. I created animations using Adobe
Photoshop software— a medium in which images or objects are manipulated to appear as
moving images. I also produced short films as mp4.
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For the art I made for this thesis, I chose my studio to be the place where I could
peacefully complete my work. It took me nearly three months to complete this body of
work and I am happy with how the artworks were realized as how I had planned them
prior to starting.
At the initial stage, it was imperative for me to understand how a line functioned
in a painting or a drawing as this formed the basis for how my work would progress.
Line was primarily used for indicating a change of plane. However, use of line for other
purposes was also considered. I investigated drawing using implied line or creating a
slight break in the line for suggesting an edge. As varied line weight was used, I
considered lifting the paintbrush off of the canvas and then on again in a gradual manner.
In my process of studying various types of lines, eminent painters whose work I
admired constantly motivated me. I drew understanding of their precision in using lines
for paintings in my own work. Pablo Picasso’s (2019) series of line drawings showed a
progression from realistic forms to simple configurations of a few curving lines (see
Figure 6). Detail and tone were eliminated in the distillations down to the essence of
form. In my art, the inspiration I took from such drawings helped me have more
accuracy in my own use of line. I was also presented with the idea of which type of line
to use for each distinct form of painting. Picasso’s minimal use of line to depict form
influenced my selective use of lines.
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Figure 6. Bull by Pablo Picasso, 1945 (“Pablo Picasso,” 2019).

The artist David Hockney (“Line drawing,” n.d.) produced several line drawings
(see Figure 7). These were mostly done in portraits. He drew with much care and
precision. In 1985, David Hockney began using a computer program Quentel Paintbox to
sketch directly on a screen. Since 2009, Hockney has painted his art using brushes,
iPhone, and iPad. He also created photographic drawings and murals using digital
photography and photogrammetric software. The accuracy with which Hockney defined
forms, interior contours, overlap, change of scale, and line weight, all imply depth of
space. This expression of ideas with varied line forms was a source of motivation for me.
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Figure 7. Eugene and Henry by David Hockney, 1978 (“Line drawing, n.d.).

In my digital media work, I drew my motivation from the work of artist Caroline
Nyman (2019). She has produced magnificent art and her use of lines in her drawings is
impeccable. She uses Wacom Intuos 4 software, one of the best graphic drawing tablets,
to do her digital painting. The accuracy and validity in the way she uses curved, wavy,
thin, thick, and smooth lines with different shades of colour to create her digital art
inspired me (see Figure 8).
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Figure 8. Milky Way by Caroline Nyman, 2011 (Nyman, 2019).

In my artwork, lines have functioned as much more than the contour of objects;
they define shapes and guide the eye of the viewer. In my preliminary drawings, I first
formulated what I hoped to achieve through the artworks and then devised a workable
route to the vision I had. A logical approach to the fulfilment of my vision was
necessary. I first drew to explore the compositional possibilities that existed regarding
the pieces to be drawn. I then blocked-out oil sketches for arranging tonal values. In
preparing each canvas, I laid out the preliminary drawings for the anticipated pieces.
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When applying paint to the canvases, the strokes were applied in distinct layers. I used
suitable brushes for applying the paint, most often over the sketched outlines of the
subjects. I preferred using good quality brushes that kept superfine points, leading to
smooth handling.
The most interesting part of the painting process was in the selection of colours to
form the lines while making the pieces. While I had a clear picture in mind regarding
how to use lines for my paintings and express feelings I intended to portray, I was a little
apprehensive regarding the use of colour that would complement the lines. It took me
considerable time to decide upon how to use colours in alignment with the strokes made
on the canvases. In some traditional painting techniques, it is common to first draw with
lines and then add colour inside the shapes created by those lines (Li, 2015). I also
considered using this technique when I engaged in my artwork.
The process of making the paintings was not easy for me. I struggled at times
wondering how the paintings would come out. It was rewarding and stimulating to think
about how people might interpret the ideas embedded in my artwork. I attempted to
make the paintings simple so individuals coming across my work could more easily relate
to them. It was my utmost desire that people would connect with whatever I had drawn
using different forms of lines. Giving meaning to their artwork is what most artists
struggle with according to Adams (2018). This was the scenario for me as I attempted to
give my work meaning, which could be translated in my paintings. I used horizontal,
vertical, and diagonal lines to convey various meanings based on the lines' orientations.
Lines not only defined objects and expressed ideas in my paintings but also
determined the compositions of the paintings. I tried my best to communicate a sense of
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energy and movement that was reflective of my thoughts. Prior to starting to paint, it was
imperative for me to be aware of how lines could be used in the most effective manner.
Growing awareness of how certain lines could enhance and augment my paintings was
significant, such as creating balance and unity in my artwork. I tried not to lose focus
while drawing what I wanted and continuous motivation was needed to work with
determination. Keeping the big picture in my mind regarding what I wanted to translate
onto the canvas worked best including different types of lines—some straight, some
organic—with varied colours, angles, and brushstrokes, all of which contributed to the
balance and unity and enhanced the composition of each work.
In my digital artwork, I used GIMP which is an acronym for GNU Image
Manipulation Program. The contents of my digital media were inspired by digital artists
like Caroline Nyman (2019) together with my imagination. The GIMP contained virtual
paintbox brushes, colours, and other painting supplies similar to the traditional paintbox.
I used the brushes in the paintbox to manipulate lines to create different shapes and
different kinds of lines in my digital art. I found out it was easier to do my art digitally as
opposed to manually since I could undo a brushstroke that was out of place—hence,
working faster with a lot of precision.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
The artwork in this arts-based research project reflected traditional colours and
patterns with contemporary media and compositions. I gravitated toward curvilinear,
swirling, and sometimes chaotic patterns in what I chose to paint (see Figure 9). I
decided to focus on brightly colored lines of various shapes because that was what I was
going to pursue in my work later in life as an artist.
In my artwork, lines formed many geometric patterns that were filled with colours
and different lines depicting certain concepts. For example, curved and slanted lines
reflected concepts such as flexibility, movement, and energy. Curvilinear shapes and
linear repetition led to the overlapping of painted layers and this brought out opaque
shapes and the brushstrokes underneath. I started by including both opacity and
translucency when applying paint in my artworks but I found myself more inclined to
opaque layering as opposed to translucent application of paint (see Figure 10). The use
of opaque application in my images created a quality in tandem with the theme of my
work.
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Figure 9. Scattering of Letters by Adel Alanmi, 2019.
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Figure 10. The Lost Letter by Adel Alanmi, 2019.

I designed my paintings to measure 100 cm by 100 cm each. My artwork has a
balanced shape and application of geometric shapes and bright colours. In my pictures,
lines functioned as much more than the contour of objects; they define shapes and guide
the eye of the viewer (see Figure 11). In my preliminary drawings, I first formulated
what I hoped to achieve through the artworks and devised a workable route to my vision.
Growing awareness of how specific lines could enhance and augment paintings was
significant, such as creating balance and unity in my artwork.
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Figure 11. The Power of the Letters by Adel Alanmi, 2019.

In some of my artwork, I factored in different colour shades of line and the
background was comprised of different colour tones. I also used thick, thin, wavy,
curved, light, dark, smooth, and textured lines in my work as an element of art. The
Beauty of Calligraphy (see Figure 12) has lots of lines that resemble ones painted by
children. The painting also has some geometric shapes including a cube, triangular
prism, and square. The lines in the foreground are oriented in a horizontal direction and
the other lines in the background point in a different direction.
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Figure 12. The Beauty of Calligraphy by Adel Alanmi, 2019.

In The Dream of the Word (see Figure 13), I used wavy, curved, vertical,
horizontal, and diagonal lines with an orange colour shade as an element of art used in
Arabic language. I used several brushstrokes to create a rough and lumpy-textured
orange and blue background.
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Figure 13. The Dream of the Word by Adel Alanmi, 2019.

The sketch in Figure 14 shows people dancing under the projection in the gallery
while viewing my artwork. This denotes my art appealed to their eyes and elicited an
emotion of excitement. This emotion was brought about by the use of different kinds of
lines to form different shapes together with the bright colour shading in my artwork.
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Figure 14. Sketch of people dancing while viewing my artwork by Adel Alanmi, 2019.

One of my digital media works, Different Shapes of the Lines (see Figure 15),
focuses on the different shapes a line can form. The shapes range from a simple line to a
sophisticated shape like a mushroom or the shapes of the continents of the world. It also
shows how the shapes made from different lines could be used together to form one
image comprised of different shapes.
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Figure 15. Different Shapes of the Line by Adel Alanmi, 2018.

Another digital media work, The Lines (see Figure 16), shows how lines are an
integral part of any artwork. It explains that almost all the objects in our environment are
made up of lines—from buildings and cars to people. It also describes how lines are used
to elicit different kinds of emotions and if we remove lines, our environment would be
left with nothing. This digital media work emphasizes the usefulness of line as a
descriptor in art.
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Figure 16. Digital media screenshot of The Lines by Adel Alanmi, 2018.

Lines in Nature (see Figure 17) shows how lines are found in nature. For
instance, if an artist wants to draw a plant or an animal, he or she has to combine different
types of line to come up with the picture of a plant or an animal.
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Figure 17. Lines in Nature by Adel Alanmi, 2018.

Lines (see Figure 18) presents a study of how circular lines could overlap to create
new forms.

Figure 18. Lines by Adel Alanmi, 2018.
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Figure 19 shows a still from the animation, Lines, revealing line forms the basis
on which different objects in our society are made.

Figure 19. A still from the animation of Lines by Adel Alanmi, 2018.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION
My work in this project portrayed only one small moment but the series of
paintings told its own story. My artwork has reflected and recognized the subjective
nature of memory and perception. I questioned the identity of art through lines and
colour. These prompted a release in my paintings. I allowed myself to interact with my
paintings and through that, I understood the precise lines and colours each painting
needed.
I have raised more questions for my work and myself than I have answered
already. It was a way for me to become immersed with an art tradition to gain a better
understanding and to convey these art reflections and meanings to others as well. For
me, this was the best way to drive a healthy art-based research practice out of my creative
art designs; to have new avenues to pursue; to gain the most skills, knowledge, and
aspects on how to perfect and advance my paintings; and to seek more answers about art
and what other artists do.
Furthermore, I would like to pursue and investigate more technical directions in
the near future. For example, what would change in my artwork if I expanded my
knowledge and skills in art? What would more lines and colours in my paintings convey
to the viewers? What would change in my artwork if I started using shapes and different
shades of colour? What discussion would it spark if I visually incorporated lines, shapes,
and colour in one painting?
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